
Yearbooks 

 
 
A yearbook, also known as an annual, is a book to record, highlight, and commemorate the past year 
of a school or a book published annually. Virtually all American, Australian and Canadian high 
schools, most colleges and many elementary and middle schools publish yearbooks.  

 

Sections 

 People  

In the U.S., a yearbook often covers the whole school and not just the final year. Normally 

each student will have an individual photo of them accompanied by their name and perhaps 

one or two lines of text. Senior photographs are usually larger than underclassmen's and are 

often accompanied by text about their accomplishments throughout high school, and their 

future plans. Frequently, seniors are polled to nominate their classmates for "superlatives" or 

"class celebrities" (such as "most likely to succeed," "most athletic," "most spirited" and 

"class clown"), are often published in the senior section.  

In the UK and other countries, where yearbooks often only cover the final year group and not 

the entire school, each student may have more space for answers to various questions as well 

as their photo.  

The editorial team chooses questions for members to answer (such as "Favourite teacher?" or 

"Where will you be in 5 years time?") and these answers appear alongside member photos.  

 Student life 

Several pages are often used for pages chronicling activities undertaken by students, such as 

trips abroad, activity trips, sporting and other special events. These pages often consist of 

photo-journals displayed with or without captions. 

 Organizations 

This section describes student organizations (sometimes referred to as clubs) and what they 

do. These descriptions are often accompanied by a photo or photos of the organizations' 

members. This section sometimes includes a list of the members of each organization. 

 Sports 

Often listed by season or club, these pages chronicle the accomplishments of the school's 

teams. Along with a short article listing the season's highlights, these pages include team 

photographs and action pictures. 

 Signature or autograph page 

Most yearbooks contain a few pages which will be left blank for people to write messages 

about the preceding year and summer.  
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